
WHAT
IS

EMDR?
 RETHINKING YOU

PSYCHOTHERAPY 

WHAT?
EMDR stands for Eye Movement Desensitisation and
Reprocessing  and is  a  neuro-somatic psychotherapy
which works with both the physical  and sensory
response to trauma or emotional  trigger events as well
as the brains perception of  events.

HOW?

TACTILE PROCESSING

WHAT TO EXPECT

Tapping with f ingers or tappers
Electronic held pulsers
 

VISUAL OR AUDITORY STIMULATION 

EMDR follows an 8 phase protocol  which begins from
the first  session of  gathering information through to
resil ience and resource based work and then leading on
to processing and reassessing.  When trauma has been
experienced it  can lead to feeling highly distressed so it
is  important to learn different techniques to self  soothe
and down regulate the nervous system. This  is  done
through safe space work and can take many weeks in
highly complex cases.

Following left  to right f inger movements
Light bars 
Wearing headphones and l istening to Bilateral  tones.

FINALLY. . .

KEY FEATURES
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It 's  really important when working with trauma that
the cl ient is  not overwhelmed by the memory of  their
traumatic event/s.  A trauma informed Psychotherapist
wil l  use a somatic approach to EMDR where you
describe what the feeling looks l ike and wil l  ensure
you keep the focus on body sensation.  You do not at
any point need to retraumatise by going over upsetting
memories 

You wil l  be gently guided to 3 reference points to
get started.   A visual  either through memory or
describing the physical  sensation.  Locating the
somatic response or the physical  feeling
associated with the emotion and then exploring
the negative belief  which underpins the response.
You wil l  be asked to notice these simultaneously.
Once processing starts different emotions and
sensations arise as the brain works to makes sense
of things.  You feel  the change happen as trauma is
released from the body,  and positive thought
begins to over ride the negative beliefs.
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EMDR uses Bilateral  stimulation or left-right eye
movements to trigger REM and deep level  processing.
It  can be a highly profound experience as cl ients get
to witness their  brain problem solving and making
sense of  events.  During processing different thoughts,
feelings and visualisation information wil l  come up.
The cl ient just  needs to observe.  The role of  the
therapist  is  to gently guide the process by observing
physiological  changes in their  cl ient.

A QUICK GUIDE


